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I. INTRODUCTION Cartesian Gaussian functions of the form x^y^ exp(-<y A )
were first proposed as basis functions by Boys. The obvious exploitable advantage of Gaussian functions over Slater type orbitals (STO's) is the ease with which a product of Gaussians on two different centers can be written as a simple function on a common 2 . .
• center.
In the 1960's when calculations on diatomic systems werealready common, the intractability of the four-center integral over .STO's appeared to present a major block to polyatomic calculations. Gaussians began to enjoy increased popularity when it was found that a fixed linear combination (a so-called "contracted
Gaussian") could be used to approximate an atomic orbital to good accuracy. Initially The trend was to use combinations of simple Gaussian "lobes" (r.=-=r=0). The resulting electron repulaion integral had been S'-:-T. by Boys ' ,J to involve only a square root, an exrcr.ential, and -he error function. Functions of p or d type were approximated by differences of Gaussian lobes displaced slightly from each other. For high angular momentum basis functions this approach becomes intractable both because of. the large numbers of lobes involved and because of large differencing errors in combining the integrals : over the basic lobes.
The obvious alternative to. contracted gaussian lobes was con tracted cartesian Gaussians. Basis sets involving these functions are now more-or-less standardized. For maximum efficiency these sets should be large enough that calculation of the auxiliary functions common to a block of integrals becomes insignificant. On the other hand, excessively large blocks of integrals which result from treating all fifteen L=H-functions as one set should be avoided.
For the sake of simplicity, the formulas in this paper will be given only for integrals over <|)'s rather than f's'or g's, in order to avoid writing explicitly the sums over a. To this end it is convenient to define the charge distribution fl-rj'of two functions iJjCn>£,ra,a«,A) and <()jCn))l,i,ctg,B) as
6)
The key to the utility of Gaussians is the well-known identity which transfrr^is the above exponential to a single exponential about a cer.-er P on the line segment AB: 2 2 2 exp[-(a A r. + cs 3 r-)3 = EJJ exp(-a p r p ) (2.7) where The xrtility of the A's is obvious -they will allow the charge distrir-Jtion to be written as a sum of derivatives with respect :
to the coordinates of ? and these derivatives can be taken outside of any integral over electronic coordinates.
Now let'us find the coefficients for expanding xjjxg in the A's: ' 
so that
IT is often convenient to write ATT as so that
The distribution ?,, may be expanded in an analogous manner to g£ve with V^VNAV^-V^ ' involve ..new <f>*s of total powers of x, y, and z higher by two than the starting ones. These highest powers cancel since
It is important TO note that different sets of (N. >L.M. ) appear ir. 2.27, 2.28, 2.33, 2.3S, and 2.38. Also, larger values of tl+L+M appear in the derivatives than in the charge distribution.
III. BASIC INTEGRALS
From the previous section it is clear that the one-electron integrals to be evaluated all reduce to the form ' .
. 
\^
The integral t000|r" ] was shown by Boys to be given by The computation of Kriu will be described in a later section.
Matrix elements of the components of the electric field, such -3 as j^rp can be evaluated in two ways which illustrate the tricks needed for more complicated integrals. 
C. Twp electron integrals ,
The simplest-integral in this category is the electron Because T involves only the combination P-<3,
for any function g(T). 
) (3.37).
[NLM| ( Upwards recursion which is unstable for small T or large j, -1' can be used.to obtain F. (T) with a relative accuracy of 3 tf 10 for jil5 and Tll2. It then becomes important to perform the loops over basis functions and sums over contraction terms efficiently. It is noteworthy that with only obvious minor modifications this scheme zzrj be esplr/ec to calculate spin-spin and spin-orbit two electron ir.tegr=Lr.
A program has "r-==r. written employing the scheme in table 1 for the repulsion intervals. Explicit formulas for the elements of I were added for terrain s and p integrals. The computation time for a ST0-3S set on hydrogen peroxide is 38.5 sec on a. 
